An Evaluation on Bridge Bearing Capacity under Scour and Re-occurrence of Strong Earthquake
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Abstract: Plagued by frequent calamities, Bridge No.3 encountered magnitude-8 earthquake on May 12, 2008 and several years later its pile foundation was intensively scoured. The smallest scour depth was 4.5 meters and the largest scour depth was 9.2 meters. Considering intense scour and re-occurrence of strong earthquake, the Chinese existing standard and seismic response analysis are used to study bearing capacity and seismic performance of pier and pile foundation of Bridge No.3 before and after scour. It is proved by calculation that the bridge is stable before scour and can hardly bear strong earthquake and intense scour after scour, therefore consolidation is required. The study result may serve as an important reference for the bridge affected by serious scour and strong earthquake.
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1 INTRODUCTION

China is an earthquake-prone country where major earthquakes have frequently occurred in recent years, including the earthquake that happened in Dongguan, Haicheng, Tangshan, Songpan, Wenchuan, Yushu and Lushan in 1974, 1975, 1976, 2008, 2010 and 2013 respectively [1]. Numerous bridges were seriously damaged during earthquake, among which Beam-shape bridge was the bridge mostly affected. As load-carrying members, the bridge pier and pile foundation would lead to traffic interruption if damaged, causing great economic loss. See Deng J. [2], Study on Repaired Earthquake-Damaged Bridge Piers under Seismic Load; Chung Y. S. [3], Residual earthquake resistance performance of reinforced concrete bridge piers after moderate earthquakes; Wu Z. J. [4], Hsu [5]. Du Xiuli [6] conducts in-depth research on seismic performance of bridge pier and analysis model Zhang L [7], a series of seismic centrifuge model tests were performed to study the behavior of pile groups in soft kaolin clay. Ma K. [8], a range of centrifuge shaking table tests were carried out at the National University of Singapore to examine the seismic softening behavior of pile-raft foundation constructed in clayey soil site which is subjected to far field earthquake. Kumar A. [9], Luo C. [10] and Al-Defae A. H. [11] perform a study on seismic performance of pile foundation, finding that the bridge seismic performance not only touches upon bridge structure but it relates to boundary condition. Since dynamic is a key matter for bridge seismic research, the river bed scour weakens seismic capacity of pile foundation and changes structural dynamic performance as well, consequently further swaying seismic response. Therefore, the effect exerted by river bed scour on seismic performance of pile foundation is complex. Currently, there are few examples in literature that study the effect on bridge seismic performance caused by pile foundation scour [12]. The bridge is damaged during earthquake, leading to seismic capacity deterioration. This is often accompanied by heavy rainfall which inflicts flood scour. The problem—the change of river bed further weakens bridge seismic capacity--must be considered in the bridge seismic analysis and consolidation plan after earthquake. As China road construction will soon come to an end, the majority of bridges will embrace maintenance period. It can be foreseen that the maintenance and consolidation will become a mainstream orientation for bridge construction. In this paper, the seismic response analysis is performed based on actual scour situation of pile foundation of Bridge No.3, and bearing capacity of stud pier and pile foundation is evaluated per formula calculation. The seismic wave derives from the earthquake data collected from the Wenchuan earthquake epicenter network. The wave is input into bridge model as earthquake wave to conduct seismic response analysis, so as to assume that bridge structure re-suffers from the Wenchuan magnitude-8 earthquake and to see its seismic response.

2 PROJECT PROFILE

2.1 Bridge Profile

Situated in Jinma river reach, Minjiang river, Duijiangyan city, Bridge No. 3 is adjacent to Wenchuan district of Chengdu, which is an important road between Jiahong and Mount Qingcheng and is 30 kilometers away from the epicenter of magnitude-8 Wenchuan earthquake. The top part of bridge adopts 27×20 m simply supported Jiahong and Mount Qingcheng and is 30 kilometers away from the epicenter of magnitude-8 Wenchuan earthquake. The top part of bridge adopts 27×20 m simply supported hollow rectangular plate made up of pre-stressed concrete, with concrete used for main girder being C40. The bottom part is designed in the form of three-column circular-section piers featuring single-row reinforced concrete. The bridge pier has a diameter of 1.3 meters. The frictional pile foundations all employ C30 reinforced concrete, with pile diameter of 1.5 meters. The general pile is originally designed as 24 meters, with the shortest pile being 18 meters and the longest pile 29 meters. The No. 1, No. 2, No. 25 and No. 26 bridge piers and expansion joints should be equipped with GJZF4 slide-plate rectangle rubber support. The bridge floor succession area should be fitted with GJZ slide-plate rectangle rubber support. The laminated rubber support shows poor stability during earthquake, and at the area where main girder is connected to pier easily causes horizontal and longitudinal displacement [13]. The bridge is exposed to basin subtropical climate that is warm and rainy. The average rainfall is 964.2 mm, the maximum rainfall is 1820.7 mm and the maximum rainfall is 273.7 mm for the past 24
hours. The average gradient of river bed is 0.47 percent. The geological condition of pile foundation for No.5 pier is similar to that of No.16 pier, where below river bed is 4.5 m-deep gravel sand and down to the bottom of pile foundation is land pebble. There is 9 m-deep land pebble containing silt below No.9 pile foundation whose geology is soft comparing with other pile foundations. When the bridge was designed and constructed, the seismic intensity in Dujiangyan was 7 magnitude [14], peak acceleration 0.10g and seismic response spectrum 0.40 s. On May 12 2018, a strong magnitude-8 earthquake occurred in Wenchuan. And China has changed seismic intensity of Dujiangyan to magnitude 8 and peak acceleration value 0.20g [15]. The seismic grouping falls under group II and seismic response spectrum is 0.40 s. See Fig. 1 for the relative position of bridge and surrounding strong earthquake stations.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pier number</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scour height/m</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile length/m</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1 The scour depth of pile foundation in main river

---

2.2 Bridge Damage Status

The bridge test report shows [16] that due to the Wenchuan earthquake in the partial expansion joint of Bridge No.3 is observed deformation and displacement and that in partial support is seen deflection and twist and in some pile foundations appear cracks. The bridge has experienced intense scour in recent years, and the scour severity is shocking.

---

See Fig. 2 for whole and local scour situation of pile foundation. Being 25 kilometers away from Zipingpu reservoir, Bridge No.3, Zipingpu reservoir was put into use in 2010. The reservoir significantly reduces sand content in the Jinma river by blocking bed load sediment and precipitation suspended load sediment. The flood may intensify the river bed scour of the Jinma river. And illegal gravel collection aggravates pile foundation exposure. The scour depth of pile foundation at main river ranges from 4.5 meters to 9.2 meters, of which average scour depth is 6.9 meters. The smallest scour depth is 4.5 meters and the largest scour depth is 9.2 meters, see Tab. 1. Comparing with embedded depth of pile foundation, the scour causes pile foundation to be embedded far less deep than expected in river, which seriously affects vertical bearing capacity of pile foundation and dramatically reduces horizontal earth resistance surrounding pile foundation [17].

3 ANALYSIS OF BRIDGE BEARING CAPACITY BEFORE SCOUR

3.1 Bridge Finite Element Model

Establish non-linear finite element model of Bridge No.3 with Midas/Civil software. The bridge uses space beam column unit, and simulates support using elastic connection. The steel adopts two-broken line model. The concrete uses Mander model and pile foundation considers the interaction of soil structure [18-20]. The soil spring stiffness is established as per actual soil layer information, see Fig. 3. Set up four models including the fixed connection of pier bottom (without considering soil elasticity) and soil-structure (considering soil elasticity) before scour, and the fixed connection of pier bottom and soil structure after scour.

---

See Fig. 3 for the relative position of the Minjiang River Bridge No. 3 and surrounding earthquake stations.

---

Figure 1 The relative position of the Minjiang River Bridge No. 3 and surrounding earthquake stations

---

Figure 2 The vertical and horizontal pile foundation scour photo of Minjiang River Bridge No. 3

---

Figure 3 The finite element model of Minjiang River Bridge No. 3
3.2 Bridge Vibration Performance

By means of modal analysis of soil structure model, the natural period of vibration and vibration mode before and after is obtained for Bridge No. 3, see Tab. 2.

Table 2 Natural vibration period and vibration mode before and after scour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modal No.</th>
<th>Natural vibration period T1 (s)</th>
<th>Natural vibration frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Natural vibration period T2 (s)</th>
<th>Natural vibration frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>T1/T2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.701</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.499</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>2.046</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.771</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.561</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.211</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.279</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.051</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.094</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>across-bridge</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>Horizontal torsion</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.124</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>Vertical torsion</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>along-bridge 19# Pier</td>
<td>0.843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>1.208</td>
<td>across-bridge</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>1.044</td>
<td>across-bridge 19# Pier</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>1.229</td>
<td>across-bridge 19# Pier</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>1.051</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>1.271</td>
<td>across-bridge 19# Pier</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>1.106</td>
<td>along-bridge</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 An Analysis of Bearing Capacity before Scour

Built in 2005, Bridge No. 3 features original design condition that satisfies bridge design loading class-II and the seismic intensity-magnitude 7. It is shown that the general pile is stable through calculation, preliminary bridge test result and long-term use. By inputting Wolong seismic wave, the analysis is carried out to seismic response of bridge via three earthquake motions from Zoushishan earthquake wave, see Fig. 4.

The maximum bending moment of bridge pier is 3688 kN·m which is less than yielding moment that is 4045.8 kN·m (the maximum bending moments indicated in this paper are all along-bridge, for that along-bridge bending moment is greater than across-bridge bending moment). The bending moment satisfies requirement. The maximum axial force of bridge pier is 3888.3 kN (compressed) which is less than compression bearing capacity of pier that is 6084.3 kN. For pile foundation, the maximum axial force of pile foundation is 4951.5 kN (compressed) which is less than compression bearing capacity that is 8132.5 kN. Exposed to Wolong seismic wave, the maximum value of bending moment of No. 9 pile foundation is −5079.8 kN·m, which is slightly greater than yielding moment that is 4787 kN·m obtained through M-φ curve. The No. 9 pile foundation will be impaired (the geology of No. 9 pile foundation is soft), which is virtually consistent with actual seismic damage, see Fig. 5. The analysis implies that the Bridge No. 3 pile is generally stable under normal use before scour, however No. 9 pile can hardly bear strong earthquake.

![Figure 4 The ground motion response spectrum](image)

![Figure 5 The bending moment of #9 pile foundation legend](image)

4 AN ANALYSIS OF BRIDGE BEARING CAPACITY IRRESPECTIVE OF STRONG EARTHQUAKE AND EXISTING SCOUR CONDITION

4.1 Checking Calculation for Bearing Capacity of Pier and Pile

The bearing capacity of circular pier stud can refer to Standard [21], see Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).

\[ r_0 N_d \leq A r^2 f_{cd} + C r^2 f'_{sd} \]  

(1)
$$\rho_0 N_d \phi_0 \leq Br^3 f_{cd} + D \rho g r^3 f'_{cd}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The $A$ and $B$ covered in the formula refer to calculation coefficient of concrete bearing capacity, $C$ and $D$ refer to calculation coefficient for bearing capacity of longitudinal bar, $r$ is the radius of the circular section, $g$ refers to the ratio of radius of longitudinal bar and peripheral radius, $\gamma_0$ is an important coefficient of bridge structure, $N_d$ refers to combined design value of axial force, $F_d$ equals $1.2 \times$ dead load plus $1.4 \times$ live load, of which the axial force of dead load generated is $3471.5 \ \text{kN}$ and live load generated is $791.1 \ \text{kN}$.

According to calculation, the compression axial force value of pier and pile is $6084.3 \ \text{kN}$, which is $4262.6 \ \text{kN}$ greater than actual axial force. The flexural force value is $4045.8 \ \text{kN} \cdot \text{m}$ which is greater than actual bending moment. The $4262.6 \ \text{kN}$ and $648.2 \ \text{kN} \cdot \text{m}$ are the actual bearing capacity, and bending moment of bridge provided in bridge test report [18].

The calculation shows that the bearing capacity of pier and pile under scour and normal use satisfies requirement (without considering strong earthquake).

### 4.2 Checking Calculation for Bearing Capacity of Pile Foundation

According to site inspection of actual bridge, No. 19 pier and pile suffering the largest scour in the main river is selected for checking calculation. See Tab. 3 for the soil parameter of bridge foundation [22]. The bearing capacity of pile foundation should be calculated per Eq. (3) and (4) based on standard [23].

### 4.3 Checking Calculation for Flexural Bearing Capacity of Pile Foundation under Flood

As per standard [24], the flowing water acted upon pile cap and foundation is calculated based on Eq. (5).

$$F_w = KA V^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $K$ refers to shape factor, the pile cap is calculated as $1.2$ and pile foundation is obtained as $0.8$, $g$ refers to acceleration of gravity, $A$ refers to water-blocking area which calculates till general scour, $V$ refers to design discharge velocity and is considered as $5 \ \text{m/s}$ according to flood period, $\gamma$ acts as gravity density of water.

See Tab. 4 for flexural capacity of pile foundation under floor.

The calculation shows that pile foundation fails to satisfy requirement under scour and normal use.

### 5 AN ANALYSIS OF BRIDGE BEARING CAPACITY CONSIDERING STRONG EARTHQUAKE AND EXISTING SCOUR

#### 5.1 An Analysis on the Seismic Performance of Bridge Column and Pile under Existing Scour

Bridge No. 3 is about 51 kilometers away from Wolong station and 7 kilometers away from Zoushishan station. The earthquake record is used as an inputting earthquake wave to perform analysis of non-linear seismic response. The whole bridge is equipped with 26 piers (each pier is fitted with three pier studs), in which a study is conducted to all piers and pier studs. It is tricky to consider the scour effect in analyzing bridge seismic response [12]. The paper studies the bearing capacity of bridge under strong earthquake and existing scour.

Affected by Wolong and Zoushishan earthquake wave, the bridge pier and pier stud demonstrate its maximum axial force as $2878.7 \ \text{kN}$ (compressed) obtained through Civil software after soil consolidation scour, which is less than compression bearing capacity $6084.3 \ \text{kN}$ calculated...
per Eq. (1). This indicates that all bridge piers and pier studs satisfy bearing capacity requirement. The maximum bending moment of bridge pier calculated through Civil is 2469.5 kN·m obtained through Civil software, which is less than yielding bending moment 4045.8 kN·m. The analysis shows bearing capacity of bridge pier meets requirement under earthquake.

Influenced by Wolong and Zoushishan earthquake wave, the pile foundation demonstrates its maximum axial force as 5875.9 kN (compressed), which is less than allowable compression bearing capacity that is 6132.5 kN calculated per Eq. (3) and (4). The compression axial force gratifies requirement. Nevertheless, the maximum bending moment of pile foundation 15-1, 15-3 and 16-3 is 4824.5, 5206.9 and 5229.9 respectively, which is greater than yielding bending moment 4787.7 kN·m obtained through M-ϕ curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force</th>
<th>Stress property</th>
<th>Axial force combination (kN)</th>
<th>Section resistance (kN)</th>
<th>Degree of safety</th>
<th>If meet requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum bending moment</td>
<td>Drop down bias pressure</td>
<td>3799.8</td>
<td>2283.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum bending moment</td>
<td>Drop down bias pressure</td>
<td>3166.5</td>
<td>2284.8</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum axial force</td>
<td>Drop down bias pressure</td>
<td>3799.8</td>
<td>2285.8</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum axial force</td>
<td>Drop down bias pressure</td>
<td>3166.5</td>
<td>2286.8</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This would cause pile foundation No. 15-1, 15-3, 16-3 to be bent, see Fig. 6. The No. 16 - No. 17 pier girder shows a displacement of 17.9 cm, which may drop apart, see Fig. 7.

![Figure 6 The maximum bending moment of #15 and #16 pile foundation legend](image)

![Figure 7 The absolute value of the maximum displacement of the main beam along bridge](image)

The analysis indicates that bridge pier itself is safe under existing scouring depth and reoccurrence of intense earthquake. However part of pile foundation will be damaged due to great bending moment. Bridge No. 3 can no longer bear intense earthquake and consolidation is urgently needed.

5.2 An Analysis on Seismic Performance of Four Models

The excessive structure inertia force and vibration displacement generated by strong earthquake motion are major reasons causing bridge seismic damage [25]. The analysis conducted to four models shows that the axial force and bending moment after scour is generally less than before no matter bridge pier endures axial force or bending moment, see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Wolong seismic wave impacts bridge greater than Zoushishan seismic wave does, causing bridge to be easily damaged.

![Figure 8 The maximum axial force (kN) of the bridge pier under the Soil-Structure Interaction](image)

![Figure 9 The maximum bending moment along bridge under the Soil-Structure Interaction](image)
The bending moment of pier stud under consolidation is less than fixed connection of pier bottom, see Fig. 10. The bridge girder shows greater displacement before scour than after. The girder displacement is greater than fixed connection of pier bottom. In the area subject to serious scour is observed great girder displacement, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 11. By conducting seismic response analysis to pile foundation, it is found that the maximum axial force and bending moment of pile after scour is greater than before, and the area where scour is serious will lead to great bending moment of pile foundation, see Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.

In addition, the prevention of illegal sand gravel collection to reduce exposure of pile foundation conflicts with project construction. This is management related issue for local government. Calculating based on runoff volume, which enjoys annual average of over ninety billion cubic meters. The exploitation of sand gravel should be on the environment protection basis and should promote "Calm Yangtze, Green Yangtze, Harmonious Yangtze, and Beautiful Yangtze". For serious-scar river, the lower reaches of reservoir dam break the balance of scour siltation, where there is only scour available without siltation. How to establish the balance between scour and siltation is a new major problem facing us.

6 CONCLUSION

Through combining real bridge test with theoretical analysis, and inputting the seismic wave of Wolong and Stone mountain, the analysis of the bearing capacity of bridge pile which considered the effect of erosion and once again strong earthquake could be got. Results are as follows:

(1) The bridge is originally designed stable under general operating condition, however affected by Wolong earthquake wave the No.9 pile foundation whose soil is soft will be subject to bending.

(2) Without considering strong earthquake, the vertical axial force of pier stud and bearing capacity for existing bridge satisfies requirement under scour, but flexural performance of pile foundation fails to meet requirement.

(3) Influenced by existing scour and strong earthquake, the bridge demonstrates instability. With pile foundation scoured and bridge undergoing strong earthquake, the axial force and bending moment of pier bottom are slightly less than before. In the main girder is observed increased displacement which causes an increase of maximum axial force and bending moment of pile foundation. The area where scour is serious will lead to great bending moment of pile foundation. And part of pile foundation will be damaged in the form of bending.

The calculation and analysis show that intense scour seriously influences force condition of bridge pile foundation. Under reoccurrence of strong earthquake, part of pile foundation will be subject to damage owing to excessive bending moment. And the intensified riverbed scouring will further weaken pile foundation stress. Therefore, bridge No. 3 requires consolidation and measures should be adopted to prevent riverbed scouring.
As the construction of Zipingpu reservoir breaks siltation balance, the flood is likely to intensively scour the lower reaches of bridge. This requires long-time hydrological and scour monitoring. And the effect exerted on pile foundation stability needs further researching.

Based on above-mentioned analysis, bridge No. 3 has been unstable and can no longer bear intensified scour and strong earthquake. The bridge requires consolidation. Still, measures should be considered to weaken scour or prevent further intensified scour.
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